Normalization models of visual sensitivity assume that the response of a visual mechanism is scaled divisively by the sum of the activity in the excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms in its neighborhood. Normalization models of attention assume that the weighting of excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms is modulated by attention. Such models have provided explanations of the effects of attention in both behavioral and single-cell recording studies. We show how normalization models can be obtained as the asymptotic solutions of shunting differential equations, in which stimulus inputs and the activity in the mechanism control growth rates multiplicatively rather than additively. The value of the shunting equation approach is that it characterizes the entire time course of the response, not just its asymptotic strength. We describe two models of attention based on shunting dynamics, the integrated system model of and the competitive interaction theory of Smith and Sewell (2013) . These models assume that attention, stimulus salience, and the observer's strategy for the task jointly determine the selection of stimuli into visual short-term memory (VSTM) and the way in which stimulus representations are weighted. The quality of the VSTM representation determines the speed and accuracy of the decision. The models provide a unified account of a variety of attentional phenomena found in psychophysical tasks using single-element and multi-element displays. Our results show the generality and utility of the normalization approach to modeling attention.
Introduction
Normalization, or divisive normalization, models offer a simple and powerful formalism for characterizing a variety of visual phenomena, including the effects of covert attention. Normalization models have provided theoretical accounts of such diverse phenomena as lightness adaptation (Sperling & Sondhi, 1968) , contrast sensitivity (Heeger, 1991 (Heeger, , 1992 and contrast gain control (Geisler & Albrecht, 1997; Ross & Speed, 1991; Scholl, Latimer & Priebe, 2012; Wilson & Kim, 1998) , pattern masking (Foley, 1994) , efficient, decorrelated encoding of natural images (Schwartz & Simoncelli, 2001) , and the psychophysics and neural correlates of attention (Boynton, 2005; Herrmann, Heeger & Carrasco, 2012; Herrmann, Montaser-Kouhsari, Carrasco, & Heeger, 2010; Lee, Itti, Koch, & Braun, 1999; Lee & Maunsell, 2009; Reynolds & Heeger, 2009 ). Carandini and Heeger (2012) surveyed the range of applications of normalization models and argued that normalization should be viewed as a ''canonical neural computation.'' Computationally, the idea expressed in normalization models is that the response of a visual mechanism coding a target stimulus is modulated divisively by the sum of the activity in other mechanisms in its neighborhood. In normalization models of lightness adaptation and gain control, the divisive input depends on the contrast energy in the local surround; in models of masking and pattern vision, it depends on the activity in a local population of spatial-frequency and orientation tuned filters. Unlike traditional linear system models of vision (e.g., Campbell & Robson, 1968) , in which one stimulus can influence the visual response to another stimulus only if their associated receptive fields have overlapping bandwidths, normalization models allow for a form of global influence that extends outside the classical receptive field (Foley, 1994; Heeger, 1991 Heeger, , 1992 . They explain, for example, how the visual response to a grating stimulus can be influenced by the properties of a stimulus oriented at 90°to it.
In this article, we investigate the temporal dynamics of normalization and show how the scope of normalization models can be greatly expanded if they are formulated dynamically. The key theoretical insight provided by normalization models of attention is that the sensory representations of stimuli depend on nonlinear interactions between stimuli and their surrounds, and these http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2014.11.001 0042-6989/Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. interactions can be modulated by attention. We show how normalization models can be obtained computationally as the asymptotic or steady-state solutions of a class of biologically-plausible systems of differential equations known as shunting equations (Grossberg, 1980) . Whereas normalization models characterize the steady-state properties of the system, the solutions of the associated shunting equations characterize its entire time course. Formulating a model dynamically makes it possible to view a wide range of attentional phenomena as expressions of a common set of processing mechanisms, of which normalization is one manifestation.
In the second part of this article, we review some of these phenomena and describe two models, one proposed by and the other proposed by Smith and Sewell (2013) , to account for them. Both models use shunting equations to describe the formation of the stimulus representations that support perceptual decision making. Although the models and the experimental phenomena they seek to explain have been discussed in previous articles, our presentation here serves both to highlight the unity of the underlying theoretical and computational principles and to emphasize the relationship among what might otherwise seem a diverse and unrelated set of experimental findings. Some of these phenomena may not seem closely related to normalization, but we argue that they can all be viewed as manifestations of attentionally modulated shunting dynamics.
An additional aim of the article is to provide a partial reformulation of the and Smith and Sewell (2013) models in order to clarify the relationship between them and to make them consistent with one another. The reformulation also provides an explicit mathematical expression of a theoretical principle that was only represented implicitly in the previous published versions of the models, namely, that stimulus selection and stimulus identification are carried out by visual pathways that code different aspects of the stimulus. Our aim in elaborating the models in this way is to emphasize their relationship to other current normalization models in the literature.
Normalization and shunting dynamics
Normalization models have provided successful descriptions of visual processes at different levels of analysis, ranging from the contrast sensitivity of single neurons to behavioral responses in perceptual judgment tasks. Normalization describes how the response, R i , of one of a set of mechanisms, i, to a stimulus depends on the responses of other members of the set to the components of the stimulus, denoted I j . In a typical normalization model, the response is described by an equation of the form
In this equation, a i is a constant that depends on the mechanism but is independent of the stimulus and the exponents p and q characterize the nonlinearities of the response. Typically they are power functions of low order (e.g., around 2), which may be equal to each other or different, depending on the setting. Probably the simplest normalization model is the ubiquitous Naka-Rushton/Michaelis-Menton model of contrast gain control (Albrecht & Geisler, 1991; Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Kaplan, Lee & Shapley, 1990; Ross & Speed, 1991; Sclar, Maunsell & Lennie, 1990; Scholl, Latimer & Priebe, 2012) ,
In this equation, c is stimulus contrast and RðcÞ is the associated perceptual response. The gain control model states that the contrast response is a nonlinear, saturating function of contrast power or energy, c 2 . The constant a determines the saturation point and the constant c in , which represents the aggregated effects of inhibition, determines the horizontal position of the function on the log-contrast axis. The inhibitory constant can be written as c in ¼ c 2 0:5 , where c 0:5 is a semisaturation constant that characterizes the contrast at which RðcÞ attains half its maximum value. Heeger (1991 Heeger ( , 1992 ) proposed a normalization model of cortical simple and complex cell responses of the form of Eq. (1). The general form of the equation in Heeger's model is
where E i ðtÞ is the time-varying response of a spatiotemporally tuned mechanism. In Heeger's model simple cell, E i ðtÞ is the amplitude response of a half-squared linear operator with a specified spatial frequency and orientation tuning and a specified phase. (We have simplified Heeger's notation a little for ease of exposition.) The half-squared operator behaves like a half-wave rectifier in that the mechanism responds selectively to either positive or negative contrast excursions, depending on its phase, consistent with the fact that neurons only respond either to contrast increments or decrements. The use of a half-squaring operator instead of a half-wave rectifying operator means that the response to low-intensity stimuli is less than would otherwise be the case, which is consistent with both the physiology (Heeger, 1991 (Heeger, , 1992 and the psychophysics (Laming, 1986) . The sum in the denominator of Eq. (3) is over a set of four mechanisms whose phases vary in steps of 90°. The sum is proportional to the Fourier energy in the stimulus, which means the amplitude response of the model simple cell in Eq. (3) is normalized by stimulus energy. Heeger's model complex cell is obtained by summing four simple cells with orthogonal phases (0°, 90°, 180°and 270°). The response of the model simple cell depends on the amplitude of the stimulus and is sensitive to its phase or contrast polarity; the response of the model complex cell depends only on the overall stimulus contrast energy. Foley (1994) proposed a masking model influenced by Heeger's work, which is related to Eq. (1). Foley's Model 2 has the form
where E ¼ P k S E;k c k , and I j ¼ P k S I;jk c k are weighted sums of the k components of the stimulus, which individually have contrast c k . The weights characterize the sensitivities of excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms: S E;k is the excitatory sensitivity to the k-th stimulus component and S I;jk is the inhibitory sensitivity of the j-th divisive input to this same stimulus component. The notation bÁc þ ¼ maxð:; 0Þ, denotes half-wave rectification, which has similar properties to the half-squaring operator in Heeger's model, except that the response is a linear rather than a nonlinear function of the stimulus strength. Models related to Eq. (4) continue to be influential in contemporary accounts of masking (e.g., Meese & Holmes, 2010) .
Normalization models of attention
The effects of attention can be incorporated into normalization models in a very natural way by assuming that the excitatory and inhibitory components of the normalization equation are weighted by attention in some way, where the weights depend on the allocation of attention in space (or feature space). Lee et al. (1999) pro-posed an attention model related to Eq. (1), in which R h;x , the response of a visual mechanism tuned to a stimulus with orientation h and spatial frequency x, is of the form
The denominator of this equation is a weighted sum of stimulus components, E h 0 ;x 0 , in which the weights, W hh 0 ;xx 0 , express the orientation and spatial frequency bandwidths of the mechanisms contributing to the inhibitory response. Lee et al. called their model a ''winner-take-all'' model because they found that the main effect of dividing attention by introducing a concurrent discrimination task was to increase the values of the exponents c and d. The theoretical connection between the normalization in Eq. (5) and winner-take-all dynamics is via the properties of Minkowski summation. The p-th order Minkowski sum of a set of variables, x j , is defined to equal P j x p j 1=p ; this sum approaches max j ðx j Þ as p becomes large. The terms in Eq. (5) perform a form of Minkowski summation on their arguments, so the finding that c and d are increased by attention is consistent with the idea that attention helps the system pick the largest of a set of stimulus components while suppressing the others. Reynolds and Heeger (2009) proposed a normalization model of attention that is similar in spirit to the model of Eq. (5), although the manner in which attention is presumed to act is different. In their model, Rðc; x; hÞ, the contrast response of a mechanism at spatial location x with tuning h, is given by Rðc; x; hÞ ¼ Eðx; h; cÞ r þ Eðx; h; cÞ Ã sðx; hÞ
where the asterisk denotes the convolution operator. In this equation, Eðx; h; cÞ represents the strength of the excitatory response to a stimulus at location x with tuning h and contrast c, and sðx; hÞ is termed the suppressive field. It expresses an attention-dependent weighting of the inhibitory responses of the mechanisms in the neighborhood of a target mechanism centered at ðx; hÞ. The tuning parameter, h, characterizes tuning across both spatial frequency and orientation. Although the weighting is expressed as convolution in the model, it is perhaps more easily viewed as a weighted sum, or inner product, between the stimulus and a weight function. The operation of taking an inner product of a stimulus sðxÞ with a weight function wðx À x 0 Þ, where the latter is parameterized by its center location, x 0 , is the same as convolving it with a spatially-reflected impulse response function, hðxÞ ¼ wðÀxÞ (e.g., Heeger, 1991, p. 120) . This interpretation highlights the formal similarities between Eqs. (6) and (1).
One of the attractions of the model of Eq. (6) is that it offers a resolution of the question of whether attention affects the contrast response function through contrast gain or response gain (Ling & Carrasco, 2006; Ling, Liu & Carrasco, 2009 ). In the contrast gain model, the contrast response, R c ðcÞ, to a stimulus of contrast c and attention weight of c, is RðccÞ; when c > 1 the contrast response is compressed on the contrast axis, making an attended stimulus uniformly more detectable than an unattended one. The effect of contrast gain is to produce a horizontal shift of the contrast-response function on the log-contrast axis. In the response gain model, the contrast response function is R c ðcÞ ¼ cRðcÞ; the effect of attention is to multiplicatively scale the contrast response function, which corresponds to a vertical shift on the log-response axis.
The predictions of the normalization model of Eq. (6) depend on the relative sizes of the attended region and the suppressive field in the denominator. When the stimulus is small, with a small suppressive field relative to the size of the attended region of space (or feature space), the attention weight is applied uniformly to all components of the suppressive field and its effects can be factored out of the denominator of Eq. (6), which results in contrast gain. When the stimulus is large, with a large suppressive field relative to the size of the attended region, the attention weight applies unequally to the elements of the suppressive field, which results in response gain. These predictions of the model were confirmed experimentally by Herrmann et al. (2010) .
Normalization models with similar properties to the model of Eq. (6) have been proposed by Boynton (2005) and Lee and Maunsell (2009) . The perceptual template model of Lu and Dosher (1998; Dosher and Lu, 2000) can also be reformulated as a normalization model (Lu & Dosher, 2008) . In its more usual, signal-detection theory form, the perceptual template model assumes that sensitivity to a stimulus depends on an attentionweighted combination of additive and multiplicative noise, including internal noise in the observer and external noise in the display. The sum of these various noise sources determines the overall signal-to-noise ratio. Dao, Lu and Dosher (2006) showed that the multiplicative noise in the perceptual template model is mathematically equivalent to a gain control (i.e., normalization) model. A recent tutorial review of normalization and its role in the computational modeling of attention can be found in Carrasco (2014).
Dynamic normalization by shunting differential equations
Normalization equations like those in the previous section describe asymptotic, or steady-state, sensitivity as a function of the interactions among the set of mechanisms that code the stimulus, but they do not characterize its time course. (Heeger's model of contrast sensitivity, discussed earlier, included temporal effects, but they were not essential to its core predictions and have been omitted from subsequent normalization models of attention.) This section shows how normalization equations can be obtained as the asymptotic solution of a class of biologically plausible differential equations called shunting equations. The theoretical link between shunting equations and normalization models was noted by Carandini and Heeger (2012) and emphasized by Foley, Grossberg and Mingolla (2012) .
The distinguishing feature of shunting equations is thatunlike the more commonly used additive equations of linear systems theory -the inputs to the system or the system's own responses multiplicatively gate its growth. The Hodgkin-Huxley equations of neural conduction are equations of this type (Tuckwell, 1988) . The neurocomputational properties of shunting equations have been studied in detail by Grossberg and colleagues: Collections of their articles can be found in Grossberg (1987a Grossberg ( , 1987b ) and a survey of equations that have been proposed as formal models of neural computation can be found in Grossberg (1988) .
The simplest way to introduce time dependency into equations like Eq. (1) is to assume that the temporal response to the stimulus and the strength of the interactions among the mechanisms that respond to it are separable. We assume that the temporal properties of the stimulus are described by a temporal response function, denoted lðtÞ, which characterizes its time course, independent of its intensity. The function lðtÞ will have either low-pass or bandpass filter characteristics, depending on the underlying mechanism, as proposed in models of visual temporal sensitivity (Watson, 1986) . The specific form of the function used in our models is given in Appendix A.
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The dynamic counterpart of Eq. (1) is a separable, feedforward, differential equation
In this equation, the excitatory input is a power of the stimulus component, I i , and the inhibitory input is a power of the weighted sum of all of the components, I j . The distinguishing feature of Eq. (7) that identifies it as a shunting equation is that the inhibitory components are multiplicatively gated by the activity R i ðtÞ and by the input lðtÞ. There is an additional inhibitory component with weight a i that is also proportional to R i ðtÞ. Eq. (7) can be solved by separation of variables (see Appendix A) to obtain
Eq. (8) states that the activity R i ðtÞ grows exponentially to an asymptote that depends on the ratio of the excitatory and inhibitory terms in the shunting equation. The asymptotic solution, R i ð1Þ, can be obtained by omitting lðtÞ from Eq. (7), setting dR i =dt ¼ 0 and then solving for R i ðtÞ. The asymptotic solution is the first term in square brackets on the right and is equal to Eq. (1). This example shows that normalization equations can often be obtained as the asymptotic solutions of excitatory-inhibitory shunting equations. In Eq. (8), the approach to asymptote is controlled by the area under the sensory response function. This area depends on stimulus duration: When stimulus duration is long and the area is large, the solution will approach the theoretical maximum R i ð1Þ. When stimulus duration is short, the growth in the sensory response will terminate before the theoretical maximum is achieved, because the response only changes while lðtÞ is nonzero. This property is important when attempting to characterize the differing attentional effects that are found with masked and unmasked stimuli, as we discuss subsequently.
To help the reader get a feel for the properties of shunting equations, it is useful to consider another equation that is related to Eq. (7), but omits some of its nonessential features, dR i dt
In this equation, the excitatory part of the response is proportional to the stimulus component I i and the inhibitory part of the response is proportional to the sum of all stimulus components, I j . The inhibitory sum is like the suppressive field in the denominator of the Reynolds and Heeger (2009) 
The asymptotic solution to Eq. (10) is R i ð1Þ ¼ I i = P j I j ; in this equation, the excitatory response is normalized by the sum of all stimulus components. The Naka-Rushton contrast gain control model of Eq. (2) has this form, with I i ¼ c 2 and P j-i I j ¼ c in . One counterintuitive property of Eqs. (8) and (10) is that the rate of growth depends on the sum of excitatory and inhibitory inputs, which leads to the prediction that increasing inhibition will increase the growth rate. In the models we describe later in this article, we consider ways to decouple the growth rate from the asymptotic response. As a precursor to these considerations, we consider two simpler, separable, shunting equations. The first is a one-component simplification of Eq. (9), dR i ðtÞ dt
This equation describes a form of balanced, center-surround, excitation-inhibition to a single stimulus, or stimulus component, I i . The excitatory term is proportional to I i ; the inhibitory component is proportional to 1 À I i , and the sum of the excitatory and inhibitory components remains constant (at unity) while the strength of I i varies. (We assume that the stimulus is scaled in contrast units, so both components vary on the range ½0; 1.) The solution of this equation is
The normalization term in this equation is equal to I i þ ð1 À I i Þ ¼ 1, so the asymptotic response is a veridical representation of the stimulus -which may, of course, have been subject to nonlinear transformation earlier in processing. Because the sum of the excitatory and inhibitory terms is constant, Eq. (12) decouples the rate of growth from the asymptotic response strength. We consider one further example of a simple, nonlinear, shunting equation, in which the rate of growth depends on the squared activity in the mechanism. Like Eq. (11), this equation represents a form of balanced, center-surround, excitation-inhibition, but the response depends on the stimulus power or energy rather than its amplitude,
Although Eq. (13) is nonlinear, it is nevertheless tractable. It is a special case of a nonlinear equation known as a Riccati equation, whose solution is well known (Polyanin & Zaitsev, 2003, p. 103 of backwardly masked and unmasked stimuli, but does not directly characterize the processes that give rise to different time courses for different kinds of stimuli. As discussed by Smith, Ellis, Sewell, and Wolfgang (2010) , a deeper insight into backward masking is provided by Francis's (2000) idea of efficient masking, which he characterized using the analogy of adding cream to hot coffee in a way that maximizes the cooling effect. Maximum cooling is achieved by adding cream after a delay rather than immediately. This exploits the fact that the natural cooling effect is greatest when the coffee is hottest, so the greatest cooling will be obtained if the coffee is allowed to cool for a time before adding cream. An important feature of Francis's work is that his efficient masking model can be formulated mathematically using a shunting equation and so can be viewed as a form of dynamic normalization. In our modeling work we have compared Eqs. (24) and (25) to the efficient masking model and found them to be indistinguishable in their ability to characterize data and to yield interpretable parameters. We generally prefer the model of Eqs. (24) and (25) as we have found it yields better numerical stability when used as an element of a larger system model.
Requirements of a dynamic model of attentional selection and decision-making
Attention allows the visual system to select relevant stimuli from the environment while excluding others. Typical attention tasks confront the system with the twofold problem of target selection and target identification. To carry out the task, the system must first locate (i.e., select) the target stimulus, then form a representation of it, and then identify it. The role of a computational model of attention is to characterize how these processes acting in concert support behavior. In the remainder of this article, we review a number of experimental findings on the effects of attention in near-threshold tasks and discuss two models that explain how the problem of stimulus selection and the competition it gives rise to are solved computationally by shunting equations.
The first of these models, the integrated system model of , provided an account of attentional effects in single-element displays, in which a single stimulus is presented at an unknown location in an otherwise empty display. The name of the model reflects the fact that it is comprised of submodels of visual temporal processing, attentional selection, visual short term memory (VSTM), and decision-making. The second model is a competitive interaction generalization of the integrated system model, which was proposed by Smith and Sewell (2013) to account for attentional effects in multi-element displays.
In both models, the processes of selecting a target stimulus and forming a representation of it in VSTM are modeled by shunting equations. The shunting equation model of VSTM, which is related to an earlier model of VSTM by Loftus and colleagues (Busey & Loftus, 1994; Loftus & Ruthruff, 1994) , solves two important theoretical problems that arise when modeling attention. First, it provides us with a model of the time course of stimulus processing and how it depends on attention and other experimental variables. Second, it provides us with a model of how normalization arises both in the process of stimulus selection and in the asymptotic strengths of the representations of selected stimuli.
In general terms, attention tasks may be difficult because targets are difficult to locate and select, or difficult to identify, or both. The difficulty of target selection will depend on target salience and on the observer's uncertainty about the target location. Target salience will vary as a function of stimulus contrast, the presence or absence of localizing information in the display, and the presence or absence of distractor stimuli, and on target-distractor similarity. The difficulty of target identification will depend on the discriminability of the target alternatives, which will be a function of stimulus similarity and contrast.
In the experiments from our laboratory we discuss subsequently, the tasks were designed to decouple the effects of stimulus salience and stimulus discriminability. Fig. 1 shows one way in which we have done this (Smith, 2000; Smith, Ratcliff & Wolfgang, 2004; . The task requires observers to discriminate briefly-presented horizontally and vertically oriented Gabor patches (Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar & Eckstein, 2000) . Instead of presenting the stimuli directly against a uniform field, they are presented on top of suprathreshold (e.g., 15% contrast) luminance pedestals. The contrast of the pedestal controls the salience of the stimulus while the contrast of the patch controls its discriminability. In the following sections we describe, in turn, attentional effects in single-item displays and in multi-element displays and show how these effects can be explained by models based on shunting dynamics.
Attentional effects in single-element displays
Smith's and integrated system model provided an account of the following attentional phenomena in singleelement displays:
1. The relationship between RT and accuracy. Attention affects both RT and accuracy, and not always in equivalent ways. In some tasks, the effects are comparable: attended stimuli are identified more rapidly and more accurately than are unattended stimuli. In other tasks, the effects are dissociable: attended stimuli are identified more rapidly than unattended stimuli, but there is no effect on accuracy (Smith, 2000) . These effects can only be characterized using a model of decision-making that predicts both RT and accuracy and a model of attentional selection that predicts how the information entering the decision process depends on attention. 2. The role of memory. Psychophysical decision task are not usually thought of as memory tasks, but they nevertheless involve a significant memory component. The RT to identify a low-contrast, 50 ms stimulus will typically be longer than 500 ms and may be longer than one second. In other words, RT can be an order of magnitude longer than stimulus duration and a significant proportion of the time appears to be decision time. Studies of the shapes of RT distributions from tasks using brief, backwardly-masked displays suggest there is little or no decay of stimulus information during the time between stimulus offset and the response (Ratcliff & Rouder, 2000; Smith, Ratcliff & Wolfgang, 2004) . This suggests that the decision process operates on durable representations of stimuli in VSTM rather than directly on the decaying perceptual trace. The widespread use of two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) tasks in psychophysics presupposes memory representations of this kind; without them, it would not be possible to compare the stimulus information from two different observation intervals. 3. The role of backward masks. In a series of studies, Smith and colleagues investigated the effects of covert attention on performance in the Posner spatial cuing paradigm (Liu, Wolfgang & Smith, 2009; Smith, 2000; Smith et al., 2010; Smith, Lee, Wolfgang, & Ratcliff, 2009; Smith, Ratcliff & Wolfgang, 2004; Smith, Wolfgang & Sinclair, 2004) . In this paradigm, cues are used to attract attention to particular locations in the display prior to stimulus presentation, allowing performance at attended and unattended locations to be compared. In Smith and colleagues' studies, the target stimuli were low-contrast Gabor patches that were perceptually well-localized, either by presenting them on top of suprathreshold luminance pedestals, as shown in Fig. 1 , or by surrounding them with four arms of a so-called ''fiducial cross'' (Shimozaki, Eckstein & Abbey, 2003) . The key finding, replicated consistently across studies, was that accuracy (signal detection d 0 ) was higher for attended than unattended stimuli only when stimulus processing was terminated by a backward, pattern mask. When stimuli were unmasked, there was no difference in accuracy between attended and unattended stimuli. However, there was an unconditional effect on RT; RTs were shorter to attended than to unattended stimuli, regardless of whether stimuli were masked, although the effect was larger for masked stimuli Smith, Ratcliff & Wolfgang, 2004) . Fig. 2 shows the results of Smith, Ratcliff and Wolfgang (2004) , which illustrate this pattern of findings. The upper panels on the right are detection sensitivity for unmasked and masked targets as a function of stimulus contrast and cue condition. The lower panels on the right are mean RT. There was no difference in sensitivity for cued and uncued targets when stimuli were unmasked, but a systematic effect at all contrast levels when stimuli were masked. Mean RTs were shorter for cued than for uncued stimuli, regardless of whether stimuli were masked. Although most of the experiments in which we have found mask-dependent cuing effects used Gabor patch stimuli, the results appear to be general ones. found the same mask dependencies in a discrimination task using masked and unmasked radial-frequency (RF) pattern stimuli and Kerzel, Guach and Buetti (2010) found similar results with letter identification. 4. The role of spatial uncertainty and salience. The mask-dependent cuing effects in accuracy in the preceding paragraph are found only when stimuli are well localized perceptually. When low contrast stimuli are presented without accompanying localizing information, accuracy is higher for attended than for unattended stimuli, regardless of whether they are masked (Cameron, Tai & Carrasco, 2002; Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar & Eckstein, 2000) . Gould, Wolfgang and Smith (2007) showed that the difference in the two sets of results was a result of differences in uncertainty about the target location. They found that when low-contrast, unmasked targets were presented without localizing information, accuracy was higher for cued than uncued stimuli, in agreement with the results of Cameron et al. and Carrasco et al. When stimuli were accompanied by simultaneous localizing information, there was no difference in accuracy for attended and unattended stimuli. As in the masking studies, however, there was an unconditional effect of attention on RT: RTs were shorter to cued than to miscued stimuli, regardless of whether localizing information was presented -although again, the difference was larger when there was no localizing information. The ways in which attention, masks, and stimulus salience jointly affect speed and accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which summarizes the results of four experiments reported by Liu, Wolfgang and Smith (2009) . The experiment used the same stimuli and attentional manipulation as used by Smith, Ratcliff and Wolfgang (2004) but, instead of a using a standard RT task, the data were collected using the response-signal method (Dosher, 1979; Reed, 1976) , in which observers are required to respond within a fixed time after an auditory deadline signal. By systematically varying the deadline, the growth of accuracy as a function of processing time can be characterized. The response-signal method has been used by Carrasco, McElree, and colleagues to investigate the effects of attention on the rate of growth of accuracy (Carrasco, Giordano & McElree, 2006; Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Carrasco, McElree, Denisova, & Giordano, 2003) .
In the experiments in Fig. 3 , stimulus salience was varied by presenting stimuli either on top of pedestals or directly against a uniform field. Stimuli that were localized with pedestals were either backwardly masked with checkerboards or unmasked. In the fourth experiment, stimuli were simultaneously masked with random pixel noise. Lu, Dosher, and colleagues have described an attention-dependent external noise exclusion mechanism, which acts only when stimuli are presented in external noise (Dosher & Lu, 2000a , 2000b Lu & Dosher, 1998 Lu, Jeon & Dosher, 2004; Lu, Lesmes & Dosher, 2002) . The fourth experiment in Fig. 3 was designed to study effects of this kind.
In agreement with the previous findings, Fig. 3 shows that when stimuli were made salient by localizing them with pedestals, cues increased accuracy only when stimuli were masked; when they were unmasked, there was a small but significant reversal, with sensitivity to cued stimuli being a little less than to uncued stimuli. This reversal, which we have reported in other studies with unmasked stimuli (e.g., Smith, 2000; , may reflect lateral masking of the target by the cue. When stimuli were not localized, cues produced a large increase in accuracy without backward masks, in agreement with results of Gould, Wolfgang and Smith (2007) and as reported by Cameron, Tai and Carrasco (2002) and Carrasco, PenpeciTalgar and . There was also a significant cuing effect in accuracy with simultaneous noise masks, in agreement with the external noise results of Lu, Dosher, and colleagues. There appears to be an RT advantage for cued stimuli under all conditions, regardless of accuracy, although the 95% confidence intervals in two of the experiments just cover zero. The overall pattern is similar to the one we have found with standard RT tasks, which is that RTs are shorter to cued stimuli, regardless of whether there is an accompanying accuracy difference, but the RT differences are larger when there is an accuracy difference. 5. The role of onset transients. The increase in accuracy for low-contrast attended stimuli reported by Cameron, Tai and Carrasco (2002) and Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar and Eckstein (2000) and replicated by Gould, Wolfgang and Smith (2007) has often be attributed to an attention-dependent mechanism of signal (or stimulus) enhancement (Shiu & Pashler, 1994) . Typically, signal enhancement is conceived of as a local increase in contrast sensitivity at cued locations that results from a spatial distribution of attention established prior to stimulus onset by the cue. However, the interaction of the effects of cues with those of masks and uncertainty suggests to us a more dynamic, target selection process, which depends on stimulus salience. Our hypothesis is that localizing information, whether provided by a pedestal or fiducial cross, is a manipulation of stimulus salience, and that stimulus salience affects performance by affecting VSTM selection efficiency. In contrast, signal enhancement predicts that attentional effects will vary in magnitude with stimulus discriminability, but should be unaffected by salience.
To test this, Sewell and Smith (2012) manipulated stimulus salience using a version of Yantis and Jonides's (1984) no-onset paradigm, adapted for use with Gabor patch stimuli. In their task, observers discriminated the orientations of vertical and horizontal Gabor patches that were presented at cued or uncued locations. In the no-onset condition, four plaid stimuli, consisting of superimposed vertical and horizontal gratings, were presented at each of the possible target locations. The target stimulus was created by removing three of the plaids and one component of the fourth, leaving a single oriented grating. In the abrupt-onset condition, a single, oriented grating was presented at either a cued or an uncued location. Their paradigm and their results are summarized in Fig. 4 . Sewell and Smith (2012) found that the effects of attention on both RT and accuracy were larger in the no-onset condition than in the abrupt-onset condition and that they depended on the timing of localizing information. The magnitude of the cuing effect was increased when localizing information (in the form of a fiducial cross) was delayed until 60 ms after stimulus offset, as compared to when the stimulus and the localizing information were simultaneous. The largest cuing effects were found with no-onset stimuli and delayed localization. Sewell and Smith argued that these findings are inconsistent with static resource theories (including simple versions of signal enhancement), which predict identical performance with abrupt-onset and no-onset stimuli and do not easily account for the differences between simultaneous and delayed localization. They are, however, consistent with the idea that abrupt onsets and localizing information both affect performance by altering VSTM selection efficiency: abrupt onsets via their attentional capture properties, as Yantis and Jonides (1984) originally proposed, and localizing information via its effects on salience.
The integrated system model
The attentional phenomena described in the previous section are well described by the integrated system model of . Fig. 5 shows a representation of this model. The model comprises submodels of visual temporal sensitivity, attentional selection, VSTM, and decision-making. In the model, a brief stimulus of intensity I and duration d is encoded by spatiotemporal filters. The encoded intensity is assumed to be perturbed by Gaussian noise, like the noise in signal detection theory. The time course of the stimulus is described by the sensory response function, lðtÞ.
When stimuli are unmasked, the decay of the sensory response is comparatively slow and the area under lðtÞ is large; when stimuli are backwardly masked, the sensory response is rapidly suppressed and the area under lðtÞ is small. This feature of the model allows it to account for the mask-dependent cuing effects described earlier.
The transient information in the sensory response is gated into VSTM under the control of spatial attention. Attention is represented as a spatiotemporal weighting function, as proposed in the episodic theory of attention of Sperling and Weichselgartner (1995) . This representation allows for the possibility that the efficiency with which stimulus information is transferred to VSTM will vary as a function of a spatial distribution of resources established by a cue, and also, that this spatial distribution may shift during the course of a trial as the result of salient events in the visual field. Sewell and Smith (2012) found that their no-onset data were better described by a model in which localizing information caused a shift in attentional resources than one in which the spatial distribution of resources remained constant during the trial.
To account for the effects of attention on both RT and accuracy, the integrated system model assumes that decisions are made by a diffusion process (Ratcliff, 1978) . Diffusion models assume that successive samples of noise-perturbed stimulus information are and what (form) pathways. The time course of the stimulus is described by a sensory response function, lðtÞ. Where pathway activity and attention, c i ðtÞ, jointly gate form information carried by the what pathway into visual short-term memory (VSTM). The time course of VSTM trace formation is described by a shunting equation. Successive samples of the noise-perturbed VSTM trace are accumulated to a response criterion by a diffusion process decision mechanism. The stimulus intensity, I, is also subject to trial-to-trial perturbations by noise, like the noise in signal detection theory.
accumulated by an evidence process until a criterion quantity of evidence for one or other response has been obtained. The first criterion reached determines the response and the time taken to reach it determines the decision time. Diffusion models have successfully accounted for accuracy and distributions of RT for correct responses and errors in a variety of perceptual and cognitive tasks .
In the integrated system model, the information that drives the decision process is a noise-perturbed representation of the stimulus in VSTM. In addition to between-trial noise added to the stimulus intensity, I, the VSTM trace, denoted mðtÞ, is subject to moment-to-moment perturbation by Gaussian white noise. The decision process accumulates successive samples of the noise-perturbed representation of the stimulus in VSTM until a criterion is reached. The VSTM representation in the integrated system model is not constant, but grows to an asymptote at a rate that depends on attention and stimulus salience, which makes the decision process time-inhomogeneous. Methods for obtaining predictions for time-inhomogeneous diffusion processes were described by Smith (2000) and Smith, Ratcliff and Sewell (2014) .
To account for differences in the shapes of the RT distributions when stimulus salience and discriminability were varied, proposed that stimulus information is encoded in parallel by two pathways, which they called energy and form pathways. Smith and Sewell (2013) subsequently called them where and what pathways, noting that the properties ascribed to them in the model were similar to those attributed to the cortical where and what pathways carried by the dorsal and ventral processing streams. The where pathway responds to the overall energy in the target stimulus, denoted I 2 . Like the complex cells in Heeger's (1991 Heeger's ( , 1992 model, the where pathway is form-blind; it responds to the presence of target features in the display but it does not encode stimulus identity. Rather, its role is to encode the presence and locations of task-related stimuli and to gate the stimulus information at those locations into VSTM. The what pathway carries information about stimulus identity. Following Heeger, we assume that the encoding of stimulus identity can be represented computationally by a pair of half-squaring operators, in which positive values represent evidence for one stimulus alternative and negative values represent evidence for the other. We denote encoding by a pair of half-squaring operators in Fig. 5 
2 is a symmetric function: Its sign carries information about the identity of the stimulus and its magnitude is proportional to stimulus strength. In presentation of the model, they assumed the dynamics of the pathways were controlled by stimulus amplitude rather than stimulus power (i.e., by I rather than I 2 ). We have reformulated the model to better align with Heeger's ideas and Smith and Sewell's (2013) generalization of it. The reader is referred to Appendix A for details of how the model presented here differs from the one presented by Smith and Ratcliff. The where pathway is responsible for stimulus selection: Activity in the pathway multiplicatively gates the form information carried by the what pathway into VSTM. The rate at which the VSTM trace grows depends jointly on the discriminative information in the stimulus and stimulus salience. Salience determines the rate of VSTM formation via its effects on the activation of the where pathway. In Fig. 5 , the inputs to the where and what pathways are both represented by the stimulus energy, I
2 , but typically the inputs to the pathways will be different. For example, when a low contrast Gabor patch is presented on top of a suprathreshold contrast pedestal, the activity in the what pathway will depend on the contrast energy in the patch and the activity in the where pathway will depend on the energy in the patch-plus-pedestal compound.
The growth of activity in the where and what pathways is described by a coupled pair of shunting equations, similar to Eq.
(13) (see Appendix A). The VSTM trace, mðtÞ, is identified with activity in the what pathway. The growth of the VSTM trace is simultaneously gated by energy in the where pathway and by an attention weighting function, whose value can vary both with time and position in the visual field. In many applications, the comparisons of interest will be between an attended (A) and an unattended (U) location under conditions in which the weights do not vary appreciably with time. In these situations, we denote the attention weights by c A and c U , with c A > c U .
Predictions of the integrated system model

The relationship between RT and accuracy
Because the model includes a successful sequential-sampling model of decision making, it simultaneously predicts accuracy, and distributions of RT for correct responses and errors. The distributions of RT predicted by the model agree closely with those that are found experimentally in near-threshold attentional tasks across the entire psychometric function (Gould, Wolfgang & Smith, 2007; Smith et al., 2010; Smith, Ratcliff & Wolfgang, 2004) .
The role of memory
The shunting equations used to describe the growth of the VSTM trace provide a natural way to model the formation of a durable stimulus representation from a transient stimulus event.
As described previously, the model assumes that the rate of growth of the VSTM trace depends multiplicatively on a sensory response function, lðtÞ, that describes the time course of stimulus processing. When the sensory response goes to zero, the VSTM trace stops changing. The asymptotic strength of the VSTM trace determines the quality of the discriminative information entering the decision process. The shunting equations used to model the growth of the VSTM trace are closely related normalization models, as discussed previously.
The role of backward masks
The model assumes that backward masks suppress the sensory representations of stimuli, represented mathematically by a reduction in the area under the sensory response function (see the Appendix A for details). When stimuli are unmasked, the area under lðtÞ will be large and the VSTM trace will have time to reach asymptote. When stimuli are masked, the area under lðtÞ is reduced and VSTM trace growth is terminated before asymptote is reached. The rate at which the VSTM trace forms depends on the attention weighting, which is greater for attended than for unattended stimuli (c A > c U ). The VSTM trace grows more rapidly for attended than for unattended stimuli, but, providing the stimulus duration is long enough for the process to run to completion, the asymptotic trace strength for attended and unattended stimuli will be the same.
When stimuli are unmasked and the VSTM trace has time to reach asymptote, the model predicts that RTs will be shorter for cued than for uncued stimuli, but accuracy will be the same. When stimuli are masked and VSTM trace growth is terminated before the asymptote is reached, the final trace strength will be greater for cued than for uncued stimuli because of the faster rate of growth associated with the former. Under these circumstances, the model predicts that RTs will be shorter for cued stimuli and accuracy will be higher. The model predicts interactions between attentional cues and masks at the level of the psychometric functions for accuracy and the RT distributions for correct responses and errors.
The role of spatial uncertainty and salience
The gated, two-pathway structure of the integrated system model accounts for the effects of stimulus salience on accuracy and RT. Salience, which is affected by the localizing information in pedestals and fiducial crosses, determines the activity in the where pathway, which controls the rate of VSTM growth. Highly salient stimuli are selected more efficiently and produce higher rates of growth. When stimuli are salient and unmasked, VSTM growth will be rapid and the VSTM trace will have time to reach asymptote, resulting in an RT benefit for cued stimuli but no accuracy benefit. Salience will be low when stimulus contrast is low and stimuli are not localized. Under these circumstances, overall VSTM trace growth will be slow (or its onset will be delayed), especially for uncued stimuli. This results in large RT and accuracy benefits for cued stimuli, as shown in Fig. 3 . The model successfully accounted for the interaction between attentional cues and the presence or absence of localizing information reported by Gould, Wolfgang and Smith (2007) at the level of the psychometric functions for accuracy and the RT distributions for correct responses and errors ). Sewell and Smith (2012) showed that cues increased accuracy more for no-onset than for abrupt onset stimuli and that the difference was greater when localizing information was delayed than when it was simultaneous. These effects are accounted for by the two-pathway structure of the integrated system model. The masking of stimulus onsets in Sewell and Smith's no-onset condition and the timing of localizing information can both be viewed as manipulations of stimulus salience, which determines how efficiently stimuli are selected by the where pathway. A reduction in salience decreases VSTM selection efficiency and the quality of the final VSTM trace. The effects of low salience will be larger at uncued locations than cued locations, which increases the magnitude of the cuing effects in accuracy and RT. Sewell and Smith (2012) compared the fits of two versions of the integrated system model to the psychometric functions and RT distributions for correct responses and errors. They found that performance in the noonset condition was better described by a model in which there was a shift in attentional resources during the course of the trial initiated by the fiducial marker than one in which the distribution of attentional resources remained constant for the duration of the trial.
The role of onset transients
External noise normalizes stimulus representations at the target location
The experimental findings on the role of attention on the speed and accuracy of performance in single-items displays are welldescribed by a model that assumes that the stimulus representations supporting perceptual decisions are computed by shunting equations. The normalization properties of such equations are not required to explain these findings. Rather, the critical properties involve the modulation of time-varying stimulus representations by attention, masks, and spatial uncertainty, which can be described by interacting where and what pathways. The latter uses a balanced center-surround equation (Eq. (29)), in which the normalization term is unity. When there is external noise in the display, however, there appears to be a theoretical need for normalization.
As discussed previously, Lu, Dosher, and colleagues have identified an external noise exclusion mechanism, which produces large cuing effects in accuracy when target stimuli are presented in external noise (Dosher & Lu, 2000a , 2000b Lu, Lesmes, & Dosher, 2002) . They characterized these effects using their perceptual template model, an extended signal detection model that includes various sources of noise, both internal to, and external to the observer. Based on the findings of Ratcliff and Smith (2010) , who studied letter discrimination in external noise and found that noise shifted RT distributions to the right along the time axis, proposed that external noise slows the rate at which stimulus representations are formed by the what pathway. Consistent with this, Smith, Ratcliff and Sewell (2014) found that the RT distributions and accuracy from the letters-in-noise discrimination task were well described by a time-varying diffusion model in which noise slows the rate at which stimulus information enters the decision process.
To test the hypothesis that attention and noise both affect the rate at which VSTM representations are formed, Smith et al. (2010) investigated the effects of adding external noise to the display in a spatial cuing paradigm, similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 . Observers discriminated orthogonally oriented Gabor patches, localized by fiducial crosses. The stimuli were presented for 60 ms and were either unmasked, backwardly masked with checkerboards, simultaneously masked with random pixel noise, or masked with both kinds of mask. Fig. 6 summarizes the paradigm and the main findings.
There were reliable cuing effects in accuracy with both simultaneous noise masks and backward pattern masks, but the effect was larger with backward masks, in agreement with the results of Liu, Wolfgang and Smith (2009) in Fig. 3 . The slight cuing effect in accuracy with unmasked stimuli is atypical for this paradigm and was due largely to one observer. There was a very large cuing effect in accuracy when stimuli were masked with both kinds of mask. This latter effect cannot be attributed to an overall increase in the amount of masking produced by mask pairs, because it was obtained with stimuli whose contrasts were adjusted to equate accuracy.
The accuracy data in Fig. 6 support the idea that backward masks and simultaneous noise masks interact with attention in different ways, consistent with the idea that these kinds of masks affect stimulus processing differently (Breitmeyer, 1984) . However, the RT data do not support the hypothesis that noise interacts with attention by slowing processing rates: The cuing effects in RT were similar for noise-masked and backwardly-masked stimuli, contrary to the predictions of a rate-based model. Smith et al. (2010) confirmed this by fitting the integrated system model to the psychometric functions and RT distributions for correct responses and errors and found that a pure rate-based model failed to fit the data. They found instead that the data were welldescribed by a model in which there was a noise-dependent inhibition term in the shunting equation for the what pathway, which performed attention-dependent normalization of VSTM trace strength. Either a contrast-gain model or a response-gain model could be obtained, depending on how the what-pathway equation was formulated; these two models provided comparably good accounts of the data. The general finding that the effects of noise can be represented by normalization of the stimulus representation at the target location is consistent with the results of Dao, Lu and Dosher (2006) , who showed that Lu and Dosher's perceptual template model could be reframed as a gain control (i.e., normalization) model.
Attentional effects in multi-element displays
Smith and Sewell's (2013) competitive interaction theory generalized the integrated system model to account for performance in briefly-exposed multi-element displays. Their theory proposed that a number of experimental findings on the effects of attention in such displays could be explained by shunting dynamics and their associated normalization properties. Among the phenomena their theory sought to explain were the following:
1. Near-threshold search performance is well described by a MAX model. Many investigators have reported that accuracy in near-threshold visual search and spatial cuing tasks is well described by a signal detection MAX model (Baldassi & Burr, 2004; Baldassi & Verghese, 2002; Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar & Eckstein, 2000; Eckstein, 1998; Eckstein, Thomas, Palmer, & Shimozaki, 2000; Foley & Schwarz, 1998; Morgan, Ward & Castet, 1998; Mulligan & Shaw, 1980; Nachmias, 2002; Palmer, 1994; Palmer, Ames & Lindsey, 1993; Palmer, Verghese & Pavel, 2000; Shaw, 1982; Smith, 1998; Verghese, 2001 ). The MAX model assumes that the sensory effect associated with each stimulus in a display can be described by a Gaussian strength variable, X i ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m. The set of strength variables describes trial-to-trial variations in the quality of the encoded representations of the stimuli. The simplest version of the model assumes that targets (signals) have mean l and nontargets have mean zero and a common standard deviation.
In target-present/target-absent (yes-no) visual search tasks, the observer simultaneously compares the strength variables at each display location to a decision criterion, c, and responds ''target present'' if the value of any of the strength variables exceeds the criterion; otherwise, (s)he responds ''target absent.'' Formally, the probability of a target present, or ''signal'' response, PðSÞ, is
Performance in two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) search tasks, in which the observer is required to identify which of two possible targets was presented, can be described by a signed-MAX model, which generalizes the simple MAX model in a straightforward way (Baldassi & Burr, 2004) . The signed-MAX model assumes that the strength of the evidence is carried by the magnitudes of the random variables, X i , and information about stimulus identity is carried by their signs. The model assumes that the alternative targets have means l and Àl and that nontargets have mean zero. The observer's decision is based on the absolute maximum of the set of random variables, max j ðjX j jÞ. If the sign of the random variable with the greatest absolute value is greater than zero, the observer makes one response, say R 1 ; if the sign is less than zero, (s)he makes the other response, R 2 . Formally, the probability of an R 1 response is
In this equation, the argmax function picks out the argument at which the absolute value function attains its maximum value, namely, the largest of the set of strength variables. The theoretical significance of the MAX model is that it shows that performance in near-threshold search tasks is often well described by a model in which there are no attentional capacity limitations of any kind -whether conceived of either as a processing bottleneck (Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Norman, 1968; Treisman, 1960) , or as a limitation in the capacity to activate neural structure (Kahneman, 1973) . The only source of performance limitations in the MAX model is noise in the stimulus representations (i.e., the random variables X i ). The model predicts that performance will be worse with larger displays because of an increase in the noise entering the decision process. Strikingly, the model gives a good account of performance in conjunction search tasks, in which the decision is based on combinations of simple stimulus features . Conjunction search tasks have historically been regarded as paradigm examples of serial, or near-serial, search tasks (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , but the success of the MAX model shows that performance in these tasks can often be explained by the effects of decision noise alone. 2. The double-target detection deficit. Moray (1969) , in a dichotic listening signal-detection task, compared performance under conditions in which target stimuli (defined as small increases in the amplitude of pure tones) were presented either to the left or the right ear, but never simultaneously, to conditions in which targets could occur on the left or the right or on both sides simultaneously. He found a large double-target detection deficit: Detection accuracy was significantly reduced when two targets, both of which had to be identified, were presented simultaneously, as compared to when targets appeared only on one side or the other. Sorkin and colleagues studied this phenomenon in detail using signal detection theory, which allowed them to distinguish sensitivity from bias effects (Gilliom & Sorkin, 1974; Sorkin, Pohlmann & Gilliom, 1973; Sorkin, Pohlmann & Woods, 1976) . They confirmed Moray's original observations and showed that there was a reduction in sensitivity (d 0 ) for targets that were accompanied by contralateral signal responses, that is, when the observer made a ''signal'' response to the stimulus presented to the other ear, regardless of whether it was a signal or not. Duncan (1980) subsequently reported a double-target deficit in vision in a task requiring observers to detect either one or two digit targets in four-element arrays of letters, which were either presented simultaneously or sequentially in two pairs. These findings implicate the process of selecting the contralateral stimulus for further processing as the basis of the deficit in processing a simultaneous target. 3. Redundancy costs in the post-stimulus probe task. In the poststimulus probe task, the observer reports the properties of a single display location that is probed after display offset. The post-stimulus probe method is similar to Sperling's (1960) original partial-report method, except that only a single probed item is reported on any trial. It was first used in attention research by Downing (1988) to investigate whether spatial cues produce local improvements in detection sensitivity once the effects of noise at nontarget locations are controlled for. The assumption is that noise at other locations has a negligible effect on performance when the contents of only one location must be reported. Following Downing, the method was used in covert attention tasks by a variety of other investigators (Hawkins et al., 1990; Luck et al., 1994; Müller & Humphreys, 1991; Smith, 1998) . These studies all found that covert attention increased sensitivity -although, critically, all of them used backwardly-masked displays (see the preceding section). An important feature of the post-stimulus probe paradigm, first reported by Müller and Humphreys (1991) and subsequently by Smith (1998 Smith ( , 2010 , is that it leads to redundancy costs: Sensitivity (d 0 ) to the contents of a probed location is reduced when there are target stimuli elsewhere in the display and decreases progressively as the number of redundant targets increases. This is the opposite to what to be expected in a task in which observers are asked to indicate whether or not the display contains a target, irrespective of its location. The redundancy costs in the post-stimulus probe paradigm likely reflect the same limited-capacity target selection mechanism that underlies the double-target detection deficit: The presence of stimuli that could be targets, but which are not, impairs the report of the contents of the probed location. 4. The information capacity of visual short-term memory. The use of a post-stimulus probe effectively turns the task from a search task into a memory task. As noted earlier, there is probably a VSTM component in all psychophysical decision tasks, but the post-stimulus probe methodology makes the memory component of the task overt, because the relevant stimulus is not known until after display offset. Palmer (1990) reported that performance in such tasks is well described by a sample-size model (Bonnel & Hafter, 1998; Bonnel & Miller, 1994; Lindsay, Taylor & Forbes, 1968; Shaw, 1980; Taylor, Lindsay & Forbes, 1967) . The sample-size model assumes that the observer has available a fixed number, n, of noisy stimulus samples to represent the stimuli in the display, where n depends on exposure duration. When there is only a single item in the display, all n samples can be used to represent this one item; when there are m items in the display and there is no preferential weighting of items by attention, the samples are distributed equally among items, so that each item is represented by n=m samples.
The signature of the sample-size model is the invariance of
À Á 2 across displays of different sizes, up to a presumed VSTM item-capacity limit of around four items (Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997 (17) and (18). Equivalently, the model predicts that thresholds increase linearly with display size, with slope 1/2, when data are plotted in logarithmic coordinates. This was the form in which the relationship was reported by Palmer (1990) . Assuming a fixed sampling rate, the model also predicts linearity of ðd 0 Þ 2 as a function of stimulus exposure time up to the sampling capacity of VSTM.
The standard interpretation of the sample-size model is that it represents an encoding capacity limitation; that is, it reflects a limitation on the observer's ability to form simultaneous representations of multiple stimuli. This interpretation is consistent with the model's derivation from sampling theory and is the way it was interpreted by Bonnel and Hafter (1998) and Bonnel and Miller (1994) , who found it gave a good account of performance in concurrent tasks, in which observers are required to divide their attention between simultaneous visual and auditory tasks. In contrast, Palmer (1990) interpreted the sample-size properties as a reflection of the information capacity of VSTM itself. Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) reported a post-stimulus probe study in which observers discriminated between horizontally and vertically oriented Gabor patches that were presented in noise for 50, 100, 150, or 200 ms, and then backwardly masked by high-contrast checkerboards. In order to avoid any item capacity limitations of VSTM, they limited their task to displays of one, two, three, or four items. They found that the sample-size model provided an essentially parameter-free description of the display size effect at all exposure durations. To test whether their sample-size effects were due to an encoding capacity limitation or a VSTM capacity limitation, Sewell et al. compared performance with simultaneous and sequential stimulus presentation. In the sequential condition, there was only ever one stimulus in the display at a time, so if the sample-size effects found with simultaneous presentation were due to encoding capacity limitations, they should have been eliminated with sequential presentation. Performance with simultaneously and sequentially presented stimuli was essentially indistinguishable, and was well described by the sample-size model in either instance, which implicates VSTM as the locus of the effect. Consequently, a sampling interpretation of
invariance would need to assume that the set of stimulus samples is a reflection of the representational capacity properties of VSTM itself; and, moreover, it would need to assume that the available VSTM capacity is dynamically redistributed among items as new items are added to the memory system. This can be accomplished by an appropriate normalization model, as we show subsequently.
As noted previously, in addition to the information capacity limitations of VSTM, there is a substantial literature suggesting that VSTM has an item capacity limitation, often estimated to be around four items (Anderson, Vogel & Awh, 2011; Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Zhang & Luck, 2008 ) -although some authors have reported that the item capacity of VSTM depends on item complexity (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004) and others have argued that VSTM capacity in some tasks is better described by models in which there are no item limits whatsoever (van den Berg, Awh & Ma, 2014) . If VSTM has an item-capacity limit, then, when the display size exceeds the available item capacity or number of ''slots'' in VSTM, observers must guess once the available slots are full. Consistent with this, ROC analysis suggests that observers do indeed appear to guess on a proportion of trials when larger displays are used (Donkin, Nosofsky, Gold, & Shiffrin, 2013; Rouder et al., 2008) . Guessing leads to a high-threshold model of decision-making, which predicts distinctive, linear ROC functions (Green & Swets, 1966, pp. 127-130) .
Competitive interaction theory of attention
Smith and Sewell's (2013) multi-channel generalization of the integrated system model assumes that stimuli compete to enter a limited-capacity VSTM stage. The nature of the competition varies, depending on whether the observer is seeking to determining whether the display contains a designated target (as occurs in visual search) or seeking to encode as much information about the display as possible (as occurs in the post-stimulus probe task). The theory assumes that the competitive interactions are biased by attention, which gives attended stimuli an advantage over unattended stimuli. Desimone and Duncan (1995) argued that attention operates by a process of biased competition; Smith and Sewell's competitive interaction model embodies the principles of biased competition in a computationally explicit way. In our presentation here, we reformulate the model to better emphasize the different properties of the where and what pathways and to align the model with Heeger's (1991 Heeger's ( , 1992 proposal that cortical simple cells can be modeled as half-squaring operators. Appendix A lists the specific ways in which the model presented here differs from the one described by Smith and Sewell. Mathematically, VSTM trace formation in Smith and Sewell's (2013) competitive interaction theory is described by three systems of shunting equations, which characterize, respectively, activity in the where pathway, the what pathway, and the VSTM trace itself. In model, the VSTM trace was identified with activity in the what (form) pathway; but Smith and Sewell (2013) found they needed to distinguish the computations carried out by the what pathway from those carried out in VSTM in order to account for the results of Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) , who showed that performance with simultaneously and sequentially presented stimuli was identical. Nodes in the where pathway (which represent stimulus locations) are denoted by t i ðtÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m (Greek upsilon); nodes in the what pathway are denoted by m i ðtÞ (Greek nu), and nodes in VSTM are denoted x i ðtÞ (Greek omega). The properties of the three systems of equations are depicted in Fig. 7 . The figure depicts a display with two stimuli, but the model extends to displays of arbitrary size. The activity in the nodes are continuous functions of time, but the time dependency is omitted from the notation in the figure for simplicity.
Where pathway
Activity in the where pathway, t i ðtÞ, is described by a system of shunting differential equations:
This equation states that activity in node i in the where pathway grows as a rate that depends on the contrast energy in the stimulus, I 2 i . The time course of the stimulus is described by the sensory response function lðtÞ. Once active, the node also self-excites via the nonlinear feedback function, f ðt i Þ. The feedback function determines the type of selection carried out by the pathway, as we discuss subsequently. In the absence of inhibition, activity in node i 
What pathway
The where pathway responds to features in the display that signal the presence of targets, but does not carry information about stimulus identity. Stimulus identity is coded by the what pathway. For simple, two-valued stimulus alternatives, stimulus identity information is encoded by the sign function, /ðIÞ. The activity in the what pathway, m i ðtÞ, is described by a second system of m independent, uncoupled shunting equations:
In these equations, I 
VSTM trace
Each of the nodes in VSTM, x i ðtÞ, is driven by its corresponding what pathway activity, m i ðtÞ. VSTM activity is described by a set of additive-multiplicative shunting equations:
In these equations, the additive inhibition terms (the terms in braces) express the information capacity of VSTM; the multiplicative inhibition terms express its item capacity. The constants, c i are attention gain terms that determine the attention allocated to the stimulus at location i; h determines the asymptotic trace strength, and K determines the item capacity of VSTM. The function #ðx 2 Þ, is a so-called ''soft threshold,'' that is, a smooth approximation to a step function (see Appendix A).
Because of the threshold-like properties of #ðÁÞ, when the attention weights are all the same the additive part of Eq. (21) The evidence of an item capacity limitation in VSTM, together with the success of the sample-size model in tasks in which the item capacity of VSTM was probably not exceeded, suggests that item and information capacities are complementary properties of the memory system, and that performance may be determined by both of these capacity limitations operating simultaneously. The item capacity of VSTM, termed the K-capacity, is determined by the multiplicative term on the right of Eq. (21). The item capacity is controlled by a double nonlinearity, realized by two applications of the threshold function, #ðÁÞ. As in the additive inhibition term, the summation over items, P m j-i #ðx 2 j Þ, counts the number of other stimuli, not including the one at location i, that are seeking to access VSTM. This number is compared to a number K that is strictly less than the item capacity of VSTM and again thresholded and then subtracted from 1.0. (We use K ¼ 3:5 in our model to implement an item capacity of four items.) The term as a whole will be equal to 1.0 if there are fewer than four other items in VSTM with trace strengths above some threshold value and equal to zero if there are four or more items. When there are fewer than four items, the K-capacity term has no effect on the growth of VSTM; when there are four or more items, dx i =dt goes to zero and the trace for item i stops growing. This means that once four items are established in VSTM, the memory is full and no new items will be admitted. The parameter determines the minimum trace strength required for an item to become established in VSTM. The presence of the sign term, /ðm i Þ, means that the activity in x i ðtÞ increases or decreases according to whether m i ðtÞ is positive or negative. As a result, the VSTM trace encodes information about both the strength of the stimulus encoded by the what pathway and its identity. 
Predictions of competitive interaction theory
The predictions of the competitive interaction theory depend critically on the properties of the feedback function, f ðt i Þ, which determine the kind of selection performed by the where pathway. Grossberg (1987a Grossberg ( , 1987b Grossberg ( , 1988 has shown that when the feedback function is increasing and positively accelerating, like a quadratic or other power function, the where pathway selects the strongest, or most target-like, stimulus in the display and suppresses all others; that is, it performs winner-takes-all selection. When the feedback function has a positively accelerating portion followed by a negatively accelerating portion, like a sigmoid, all stimuli above a certain threshold strength are selected and all stimuli below it 3 There is no requirement that the item capacity limit in Eq. 21 must remain invariant across trials. It seems plausible to us that it might depend on the observer's state of preparation and vigilance, as envisaged in Kahneman's (1973) effort-based theory of attentional capacity. Our main reason for including it in the model was to show how item-capacity limitations are compatible with normalization-dependent information-capacity limitations and can co-exist with them. are suppressed. That is, the system attempts to form representations of a subset of the strongest items.
In the competitive interaction theory, the choice of the feedback function characterizes the observer's strategy, or mode of information acquisition. A power-law feedback function puts the system into search mode. In search mode, the system attempts to form a VSTM representation of the single, most target-like stimulus in the display. A sigmoid feedback function puts the system into acquisition mode. In acquisition mode, the system attempts to form VSTM representations of as many task-relevant stimuli as it can, up to the item-capacity limits of VSTM. Because the where pathway dynamics are controlled by t 2 i , the squared pathway activity, the system is in search mode by default. The feedback function is assumed to be under the observer's cognitive control: The observer can change the mode of acquisition by switching between a quadratic and a sigmoid feedback function.
Psychologically, the feedback function determines how the system's resources are allocated during the course of the trial as a function of partial information extracted from the display. In search mode, evidence for a target at location i leads all of the resources to be concentrated at that location, expressed by a quadratic feedback function. In acquisition mode, evidence for a target at location i leads to an initial commitment of resources to that location, followed by a withdrawal of resources, which allows the system to process targets at other locations as well. The feedback function thus provides a place in the model where bottom-up, stimulus-driven processing can interact with top-down cognitively-controlled processing.
10.1. Near-threshold search performance is well described by a MAX model Fig. 8 shows the predictions of the model when the feedback function, f, is quadratic, which puts the system into search mode. As noted in the previous section, because the dynamics of the where pathway are controlled by the squared amplitude t i ðtÞ 2 , search mode is the default mode of the system. The predictions in Fig. 8 represent performance with an eight-item display with four signals (targets) and four noise stimuli (nontargets). To generate these predictions, we assumed, arbitrarily, that signals have a mean intensity of 0.5 and noise stimuli have a mean of 0.1. Because the model assumes separable stimulus representations, the predictions are relatively unaffected by these choices. The specific values of stimulus intensity used to generate the predictions in Fig. 8 are given in the vector, I, in the caption. The sensory response function, lðtÞ, was chosen to represent an unmasked display, which allows activity in all of the pathways to reach asymptote before the stimulus decays. The values of the model parameters used to generate the predictions are given in Appendix A.
The three columns in Fig. 8 represent activity in the where pathway, the what pathway, and the VSTM trace, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8 , the integrated system model of assumes (minimally) that there are two sources of noise in the model: between-trial noise and within-trial noise. The between-trial noise reflects variations in the encoding of nominally equivalent stimuli and is represented computationally by the variations of the intensity values, I i , around their nominal means. The within-trial noise represents moment-to-moment perturbations in the VSTM trace strengths that drive the decision process. Fig. 8 shows two versions of the predictions, with and without within-trial noise. In the top row of the figure, within-trial noise on a 1 ms time base has been added to the where pathway, the what pathway, and the VSTM trace, in addition to the between-trial noise in the input, which is represented by variability among the values of the vector I. As a comparison with the bottom row of the figure shows, the predictions of the model are robust to the effects of added noise, up to the point where differences between stimuli become submerged by the noise within the system. However, the predictions of the model are somewhat easier to appreciate in the absence of noise. We focus specifically on the asymptotic VSTM trace, x i ð1Þ, as the computational basis for d 0 . As we discussed earlier, the integrated system model assumes a diffusion process decision stage, which allows it to predict accuracy and distributions of RT (Sewell & Smith, 2012; Smith et al., 2010; ). Because our benchmark phenomena for multi-element displays involve accuracy rather than RT, we focus here on the model's accuracy predictions.
The left-hand column of Fig. 8 shows that, when the system is in search mode, the where pathway rapidly selects the largest of the stimulus inputs, I 1 ¼ 0:53. It also initially selects the three weaker signals as well, but their representations are rapidly suppressed by t 1 ðtÞ via competitive interaction. Noise (nontarget) stimuli are not selected; in the absence of within-trial trial noise, their associated nodes remain inactive. The middle column of Fig. 8 shows the strength of the activity in the what pathway. The what pathway carries information about both stimulus strength (i.e., the quality of the encoded discriminative information) and stimulus identity -the latter represented by the sign of the activity in the pathway. However, to make it easier to compare variations in pathway activation across conditions, we assumed here that all of the stimuli had the same sign. We show an example in which this is not the case in Fig. 11 . The figure shows that the system forms a near-veridical representation of stimulus I 1 : its asymptotic activation is close to its nominal value of 0.53. The representations of the remaining three signals are, in comparison, much weaker; the mean of the asymptotic activations of these stimuli is around 0.14.
The right-hand column of Fig. 8 shows that the VSTM trace strengths reflect the stimulus information carried by the what pathway. The system forms a near-veridical representation of the largest signal (x 1 ð1Þ ¼ :49) and weaker representations of the remaining three signals. The nonsignal stimuli do not enter VSTM at all. The asymptotic VSTM trace strengths of the three weaker signals is somewhat less than their where pathway representations because of the competitive interactions in VSTM.
The significance of the results in Fig. 8 is that they show that, when the system is in search mode, it performs winner-take-all selection on its stimulus inputs. The winner is veridically transferred to VSTM and forms the basis for the subsequent decision. Winner-take-all selection is the computational equivalent of the signal-detection MAX model. If the vector of inputs, I, is regarded as a set of random variables drawn from a multivariate distribution of sensory effect, then the correspondence between winner-takeall selection and the MAX model is exact. Indeed, because the where pathway and VSTM jointly represent stimulus quality and stimulus identity, the model realizes the predictions of the more general signed-MAX model of Eq. (16) The MAX model represents one end of a continuum of search efficiency identified by Wolfe (1998) , in which targets can be selected in parallel across the visual field with no evidence of capacity limitations. Duncan and Humphreys (1989) showed that search efficiency depends both on the similarity between targets and distractors and on the similarity among distractors. As the distractor set becomes more heterogeneous (i.e., the distractors become more dissimilar to one another), search becomes more difficult. Dosher, Han, and Lu (2010) and Mazyar, van den Berg and Ma (2012) reported large distractor heterogeneity effects in orientation discrimination (using line segments and Gabor patches, respectively). Dosher et al. found that performance with heterogeneous distractors was well described by an unlimited-capacity parallel model, in which the observer's decision is based on independent decisions about each of the m items in the display, and in which heterogeneity increases the probability that targets and distractors will be confused with each other and slows the rates at which stimulus representations are formed. Dosher, Han, and Lu (2010) results are in broad agreement with our competitive interaction theory, which assumes that the efficiency of attentional selection depends upon the similarity among stimuli. Smith and Sewell (2013) showed that efficient selection, as represented by the MAX model and as realized computationally by the where pathway, breaks down if the competition between stimuli in Eq. (19) is allowed to depend on distractor similarity. They showed that, as distractors become more dissimilar, more and more items are selected into VSTM. Instead of basing decisions on the single, most-target-like item in the display, they must be based on all of the items in VSTM. This increases the noise in the decision process and reduces accuracy. Increasing distractor heterogeneity also reduces where-pathway activation for selected items, which decreases the rate at which their VSTM representations are formed, in agreement with Dosher et al.'s finding that heterogeneity decreases processing rates. Although Dosher et al. found their search data could be described by an unlimited capacity parallel model, our theoretical preference is for a competitive interaction model, because it accounts for other phenomena that cannot easily be explained by unlimited capacity parallel models. 
The double-target detection deficit
Double target studies suggest that there are costs associated with dividing attention over multiple sources of information, but, providing two targets do not occur simultaneously, the costs are no greater than would be predicted by an increase in noise alone and do not imply capacity limitations. However, there are large costs when two targets occur at the same time. This suggests that the system efficiently rejects nontargets in parallel, but that candi- Duncan's (1980) single-target and two-target tasks. 4 One substantive difference between Dosher, Han, and Lu (2010) unlimited capacity parallel model and the competitive interaction theory of Smith and Sewell (2013) is that the former assumes the observer's decision is based on all items in the display, whereas the latter assumes it is based only on those items that enter VSTM. If observers are required to report on items not represented in VSTM, they have to guess. As the competitive interaction theory has not been fitted to data from Dosher et al.'s paradigm, we do not know whether this difference between models would allow them to be distinguished, particularly as Dosher's et al.'s model also included guessing parameters -although they allowed guessing rates to vary with heterogeneity but not with display size. Recent work by van den Berg, Awh and Ma (2014) has highlighted the difficulty in distinguishing between guessing and low-fidelity, unlimited-capacity VSTM encoding. They showed that findings that other researchers have attributed to item-capacity limitations could be explained by variable-precision unlimited capacity models, in which some items are represented in VSTM with zero or near-zero precision, which leads to guessing-like performance. The weak trace strengths associated with unselected stimuli in Fig. 8 could be interpreted as the computational substrate of low-precision representations of this kind.
date targets require more extensive processing in a limited-capacity system, as Duncan (1980) argued. In our theory, VSTM is a such limited capacity system, whose capacity limitations are expressed via VSTM trace strength normalization. The relevant data are from Duncan's (1980) Experiment 2, which compared 0 vs. 1 target discrimination and 1 vs. 2 target discrimination for simultaneously presented arrays of four items (see Fig. 9 ). Our competitive interaction theory predicts that Smith and Sewell (2013) showed that the model could predict a double-target deficit of the same magnitude as the one in the data via a combination of VSTM strength normalization and decision noise. If each item in the display contributes an independent source of noise to the decision process, then the predicted deficit is increased by around 0.3 d 0 units. This is consistent with Dosher, Han, and Lu (2010) finding that decisions about targets in heterogeneous, multielement displays are made by aggregating the results of noisy decisions about individual items. For the purposes of this article, the important finding is that the double-target deficit can be predicted by a process of VSTM trace-strength normalization acting on the squared trace strengths. 
Redundancy costs in the post-stimulus probe task
The left-hand panel of Fig. 10 shows data from an experiment reported by Smith (2010) , which was designed, in part, to replicate the findings of Müller and Humphreys (1991) . The observer's task was to detect a 60 ms, vertical, Gabor patch target in an eight-item array. The nontargets were blank locations and all locations were masked with checkerboards after stimulus offset. One of the locations was cued 140 ms before stimulus onset; 500 ms after the onset of the mask array, one of the locations was probed, instructing observers to report the contents of that location. On 75% of trials the cued location was probed; on the remaining 25% of trials one of the other locations was probed. In addition to a possible target at the probed location, there were 0, 1, 2, or 4 targets at other, unprobed locations. As Fig. 10 shows, there was a large cuing effect in this task: Sensitivity to cued targets was around two d 0 units greater than to uncued targets. There was also a systematic redundancy cost for both cued and uncued targets: As the number of redundant targets increased, sensitivity at the probed location progressively decreased. Smith and Sewell (2013) attributed the redundancy costs to VSTM selection competition. To predict the large cuing effects in Fig. 10 , Smith and Sewell (2013) asumed that, in addition to biasing the where-pathway selection process, attention differentially weights the VSTM trace strengths. This gives attended stimuli an advantage in the competition for VSTM capacity, not just for VSTM selection. The attention weights, c i , in the VSTM equation (Eq. (21) ) represent this second locus of attentional involvement. The right-hand panel of Fig. 10 shows the predictions of the model when attention affects both where-pathway selection and VSTM trace normalization. The predictions were obtained using a standard set of model parameters (see Appendix A); they were not obtained by fitting the model to the data. Nevertheless, the predictions of the model and the data agree fairly well: There is a large cuing effect and a systematic redundant target cost for cued and miscued stimuli. These costs arise because redundant targets compete with the contents of the probed location for entry to VSTM and the amount of competition increases with their number. Competition leads to weighted normalization of VSTM trace strengths, as described in Section 9.3.
The information capacity of visual short-term memory
Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) investigated the information capacity of VSTM using displays of 1, 2, 3, or 4 vertically or horizontally oriented Gabor patches, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 11 . They found invariance of
À Á 2 for all exposure durations and for simultaneously and sequentially presented stimuli, which implicates the representational capacity of VSTM rather than VSTM encoding as the locus of the capacity limitations. As discussed in Section 9.3, our competitive interaction theory predicts invariance of
The dynamics of the VSTM equation, Eq. (21), are such that trace strengths are automatically renormalized when new items are added to VSTM. As a result, the model predicts that asymptotic trace strengths will be the same for simultaneous and sequential presentation, as Smith and Sewell (2013) and Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) reported. The 12 panels on the right-hand side of Fig. 11 show the predicted activity in the where pathway, the what pathway, and VSTM, for 1, 2, 3, and 4 item displays when the system is in acquisition mode. In acquisition mode, the system attempts to form representations of as many target items as it can, up to the item capacity of VSTM (set at four in our simulations). To generate these predictions we assumed unmasked displays and a long (100 ms) stimulus exposure duration to allow the VSTM trace formation process to run to completion. With a single item in the display, VSTM forms a veridical representation of the stimulus, 5 Smith and Sewell (2013) showed that the double-target deficit in Duncan's (1980) data could also be predicted by their competitive interaction model if it is assumed that the single-target and double-target tasks are performed in different information acquisition modes, specifically, if the single-target task is performed in search mode and the double-target task is performed in acquisition mode. The greater efficiency of VSTM selection in search mode leads to a greater difference between single-target and double-target performance than is predicted by trace-strength normalization alone -again, by about 0.3 d 0 units -in agreement with the size of the effect in Duncan's data. The VSTM traces for the two-target condition in Fig. 9 are for this version of the model. one kind and one of the other. This figure shows how the VSTM trace simultaneously encodes information about stimulus identity and the strength of the evidence for that stimulus. We added noise to the where and what pathways and to the VSTM trace to generate these predictions, as we did in Fig. 8 , to show that the coding of stimulus identity in the model is robust to noise. In applications of the model to RT and accuracy data, the VSTM trace determines the drift of a diffusion process: A positive trace is evidence for one response; a negative trace is evidence for the other response. Because of the item-capacity limits in the VSTM equation (Eq. (21)), the model predicts invariance of
À Á 2 only up to the assumed item-capacity limits, which we set at four items. As shown by Smith and Sewell (2013) and Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) , the dynamics of VSTM growth are such that once memory traces for four items are established in VSTM, the magnitudes of which are controlled by the threshold parameter , the memory is full and no new items can be added. Within the overall item constraints of memory, normalization distributes the representational capacity of VSTM following the predictions of the sample-size model.
Conclusion
In this article, we have sought to characterize the link between normalization models and shunting differential equations and to outline some of the theoretical implications of that link. Normalization models have provided accounts of a variety of visual phenomena, including the effects of covert attention. We have shown that normalization models can be obtained as the asymptotic solutions of shunting differential equations, which characterize how the response of a visual mechanism depends on interactions among its excitatory and inhibitory inputs. The theoretical value of the shunting equation formalism is that it provides a characterization of the entire time course of the response, not just its asymptotic strength. Using the models of and Smith and Sewell (2013) as examples, we have shown that dynamic models based on shunting equations can provide an account of the processes of attentional selection and VSTM trace formation, where the latter provides the stimulus representations used in perceptual decision-making. We have shown that these models provide a unified account of a variety of attentional noisy, signed VSTM traces for a four-item display containing three stimuli of one kind (coded as positive) and one stimulus of the other kind (coded as negative). The inset shows how VSTM simultaneously carries information about stimulus identity and strength and that it is robust to pathway noise.
phenomena. They provide an account of how attention, in combination with other experimental variables, affects the speed and accuracy of perceptual decision-making. They also provide an explicit computational account of attentional selection processes, the capacity limitations of VSTM, the double-target detection deficit, and the effects of target redundancy in probed detection tasks. In view of the diversity of phenomena accounted for by the shunting/normalization framework, we strongly endorse Carandini and Heeger's (2012) characterization of normalization as a canonical neural computation.
A.1. Solutions of Eqs. (7) and (13) We write Eq. (7) 
which is Eq. (14).
A.2. Model implementation
This section provides details of the implementation of the integrated system model and the competitive interaction model that were not presented in the text. It also describes the ways in which the models in the text differ from the models as presented by and Smith and Sewell (2013) .
A.3. Sensory response function
The sensory response to a brief pulsed stimulus of duration d, 
The onset (rise) and offset (decay) times of the filter depend on the time constants b on and b off , respectively. When stimuli are unmasked, b on > b off (slow decay); when they are masked, b off > b on (fast decay).
A.4. Where pathway feedback function
The where pathway growth rate is controlled by the square of the activity in the pathway, t i ðtÞ 2 , so when the feedback function is the identity, f ½t i ðtÞ 2 ¼ t i ðtÞ 2 , the feedback is quadratic and the system is in search mode by default. The inclusion of a switchable sigmoid feedback function puts the system into acquisition mode,
where a; b, and c 1 are constants (Table A1) .
A.5. Soft threshold function
The soft threshold function, #ðx 
where c 2 , and x 0 are constants (Table A1) .
A.6. Differences from the models of and Smith and Sewell (2013) Smith and assumed that the growth rates in their energy (where) and form (what) pathways were controlled by the amplitude rather than the power (i.e., the squared amplitude) of the stimulus and the activity in the pathways. In the notation of this article, their energy pathway equation was dt i dt ¼ c i I comp lðtÞ½1 À t i ðtÞ À ½1 À I comp lðtÞt i ðtÞ
where c i 2 fc A ; c U g are attention weights and I comp is the square root of the contrast energy in the stimulus compound. The stimulus compound is the combination of the Gabor patch and pedestal when a pedestal is used (Fig. 1) . Eq. (28) has the same form as the balanced, center-surround, shunting equation of Eq. (11). When stimuli are localized using a fiducial cross, the energy in the fiducial cross is also assumed to contribute to the stimulus compound and to affect salience. Unlike the pedestal task, however, in which the energy in the compound is dominated by the pedestal and remains roughly constant across stimulus conditions, in the fiducial-cross task the energy in the compound varies appreciably with stimulus contrast. These assumptions allowed Smith and Ratcliff to explain the differences in the RT distributions in the two kinds of tasks. 
This equation is again a balanced center-surround equation, in which the growth rate is controlled by amplitude rather than power. The growth rate depends on the product of the attention gain, c i , and the activity in the where pathway, t i ðtÞ. The stimulus input, I i , is the contrast energy in the Gabor patch, rather than the compound, which is the basis for the discriminative judgment. Smith and Sewell (2013) chose to express their pathway equations in power rather than amplitude terms. Their main reason for doing so was because a VSTM normalization equation controlled by power naturally expresses the additivity and invariance of
À Á 2 . Our other reason for characterizing the model in terms of power rather than amplitude was to link it to Heeger's (1991 Heeger's ( , 1992 idea that form is coded by pairs of half-squaring (i.e., power or energy based) operators. The other main difference between the model presented in this article and the model of Smith and Sewell (2013) is the inclusion of the sign term, /ðIÞ, in the equations for the what pathway and VSTM, which allows them to code both stimulus identity and strength. Because the VSTM traces, x i ðtÞ, can either be positive or negative in the revised model, we write the threshold function of Eq. (27) as #ðx 2 i Þ instead of #ðx i Þ, which ensures that VSTM normalization depends only on the strengths of the traces and not on their signs. The form of the threshold function in Eq. (27) is the same as the one assumed by Smith and Sewell, but its parameters are different, to reflect the fact that its argument is x 2 i rather than x i .
A.7. Model parameters
The competitive interaction model was implemented in C++, called from Matlab. Eqs. (19)- (21) were solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta method (Kreyszig, 1979, p. 797) . Table A1 gives the model parameters used to generate the simulations used in this article. Although the predictions of the model depend on a relatively large number of numerical constants, many of them -such as those that control selection by the where pathway and those that control the threshold properties of VSTM -should be viewed as fixed properties of the model architecture rather than as free parameters used to optimize the fit to data. Sewell, Lilburn and Smith (2014) found that a simplified form of the model provided a good fit to the data from their VSTM paradigm, in which display size and exposure duration were varied factorially, and to data from a similar paradigm by Vogel, Woodman and Luck (2006) . The fits to these data required four and six parameters, respectively, making the model comparably parsimonious to other models in the literature. 
